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You shall not pass

Bill would bar employers from requesting social media passwords

Bill 52

11

Seth Lonborg/Observer
Staff Reporter

A

bill was introduced into the
Washington State Legislature this year that
would impact anyone
with a Facebook, Twitter or Tumblr account.
Senate Bill 5211 would prevent employers from requesting current or prospective employees’ social media account
passwords.
As it stands, the bill would allow courts
to award a $500 penalty to a prospective or current employee who successfully
brought a complaint against an employer
who asked for their password. It would
also allow courts to award “reasonable attorneys’ fees and costs” to the current or
prospective employee.
Matt Manweller, the 13th District Representative, and political science professor
at Central Washington University, said
he supported the bill, and helped bring it
through the legislature.
“I don’t think businesses or employers
have any right to a person’s Facebook,
social network, or any other email passwords,” Manweller said.
One concern about the bill is its potential to keep employers from conducting
necessary internal investigations concerning harassment or security risks. Manweller did not seem to ﬁnd this to be an

obstacle to the bill.
said. “We ﬁlter that information that the
“If it got to the point where [the em- individual selects to give us.”
ployer] suspected that an employee was
According to Sleigh-Layman, employcommitting bank fraud, then they could ee screening requirements have not gone
go to a judge, and the judge could issue a that deep in the past.
subpoena,” Manweller said.
“We don’t ask our candidates for that
Students’ thoughts on the bill ranged information,” Sleigh-Layman said. “So
from being indifferent to voicing strong from my perspective, it doesn’t have much
support.
impact here. There’s a ton of informaNayeli Sanchez, a senior ﬁne arts ma- tion I can ﬁnd out about someone without
jor, said she supported the bill and con- passwords.”
sidered her social media account private
Sleigh-Layman explained that there
property.
were so many “layers” to looking up a
“For example, if a company wanted to potential employee, that from her perspecread your mail, that’s an invasion of pri- tive as an employer, it would not make
vacy,” Sanchez said.
sense to also use an applicant’s password
On Central’s staff, Steve DeSoer, chief for further research.
ofﬁcer of human resources, expressed
Both DeSoer and Sleigh-Layman exconcern about the bill’s passing.
pressed the need for a distinction between
“We’re reacting
personal and proto speciﬁc circumfessional life. Destances,” DeSoer
I don’t think businesses or Soer explained that
said.
sees no reason
employers have any right to a per- he
With technology
for an employer
son’s Facebook, social network, or to interact with an
moving so quickly,
it could be difﬁcult
employee’s personal
any other email passwords.
to pass effective leglife unless it affects
-Matt Manweller
islation in the ﬁeld
job performance,
of social media.
and even then, the
13th District State Representative
DeSoer said he beinteraction is limlieves the bill is too
ited to how the job
speciﬁc.
was effected.
“The minute you pass a law that says
Sleigh-Layman has additional conyou can’t require people to disclose their cerns about the risks to an employer who
passwords, there will be a situation where looked into a prospective employee’s social
it’s necessary for people to disclose their media account.
password,” DeSoer said.
She said there could be a “ﬂip side”
Despite DeSoer’s concerns about im- to looking so deep into social networks. It
posing blanket rules, both DeSoer and could reveal compromising informationStaci Sleigh-Layman, the director at-large that could prevent equal opportunity, such
of compliance and innovation at Central, as revealing a person’s religion.
said they do not see the need for employers
Sleigh-Layman explained that alto ask workers for passwords.
though her knowledge of that individual’s
“That’s why we do interview processes, religious afﬁliation would not affect their
that’s why we ask people to apply,” DeSoer application, once an employer knew, they

“

“

BY PATIENCE COLLIER

could be accused of religious discrimination, regardless of the reason why a job
applicant was not accepted.
“My experience is once you put something in law, it’s very difﬁcult to change it,”
DeSoer said.
DeSoer expressed an interest in the
conversations and discussions that could
result from the bill’s proposal, but he
thinks passing a law on social media may
be premature.
“We’ll know more when we get done
with this than we do now,” DeSoer said.
“I think it gives people an opportunity to
more fully explore, I guess, implications of
the legislation.”

Original Bill 5211

It shall be unlawful for any person,
firm, corporation, or the state of
Washington, its political subdivisions, or municipal corporations to
require, directly or indirectly, as a
condition of employment or continued employment, that any employee
or prospective employee submit any
password or other related account
information in order to gain access
to the employee’s or prospective
employee’s account or profile on
a social networking web site or to
demand access in any manner to an
employee’s or prospective employee’s account or profile on a social
networking web site.
Bill summary courtesy of
apps.leg.wa.gov
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Get to know your BOD
BY MATT THOMPSON

Staff Reporter

Inspiration:

“I realized, wow I survived, wow I
learned a lot, wow I met a lot of people.
I could either walk away now or I could
take what I learned and take all those experiences and then try to be even better.”

Qualiﬁcations:

ASCWU VP of Equity and Community Affairs for 2012-13. “It was a long
learning process as the vice president for
Equity and Community Affairs.”

Salary: $9,070.70
Expectations:

KJ STILLING

•

19 hours/week regular ofﬁce hours
during fall/winter/spring
14 hours/week regular ofﬁce
hours during summer

President

•

BY EVAN PAPPAS

Progression:

Staff Reporter

Qualiﬁcations:

During her freshman and sophomore
years, Kelsey was involved with campus
programs. She was part of RHA, president of Kamola, an RA, and last year
worked with Student Academic Senate.
“Through that position I kind of realized that I really liked the student life aspect of campuses more, so I decided to
run for this.”

Expectation:

The VP of Student Life and Facilities is
the chair of the Student Union and Recreation Center Board, is the liaison between
the SURC Board and the ASCWU-BOD,
as well as between the Residence Hall Association and the ASCWU-BOD.
Salary: $6,884.18

Kelsey is the chair of the Student
Union Advisory Board and the Recreation
Advisory Board. There have been a lot of
changes going on within those groups so
she makes sure that the students know
what’s going on and makes sure that there
is student input.
Something that the Recreation Advisory Board has been working on is the dress
code policies that are being discussed for
the recreation center.
“We are making sure that students get
to know what’s going on and get their input, and really make it a student-based
decision.”
One of Kelsey’s goals this year was to
strengthen the relationships between the
BOD and other entities around campus in
order to work together. She is also proud
of being able to successfully improve communication between these groups.
BY EVAN PAPPAS

Staff Reporter

Inspirations:

Elliott has always had a strong interest
in politics. Being on the Student Senate
made him realize its importance and being able to represent students is a passion.

Qualiﬁcations:

Being raised in Ellensburg, Elliott feels
that his connection with the community
gives him a good understanding of community affairs. Being fair and open minded in his work and decision making is really important to him.
Salary: $6,884.18

BRYAN ELLIOTT

VP for Equity and
Community Affairs

Expectations:

Bryan is the chair of the Equity ands
Services Council and is the liaison between the ASCWU BOD and university
community service task forces.
Working with the Equity Services
Council is about 80 percent of the work

•
•
•

Biweekly BOD executive meetings
Biweekly BOD public meetings
Maintain communication with
other BOD ofﬁcers
• Bimonthly meetings with university president
“They expect me to be the duty expert
on the 9,000 students here, which is kind
of overwhelming at times because I want
to be able to provide an accurate answer
but I don’t want to misrepresent.”

Progression:

Created a safe environment for discussion in BOD meetings.
“It’s a place where the vice presidents
and myself can look each other in the eye
and say ‘I/we disagree with you and it’s
nothing personal.’”

Goals:

Build a public roller rink
“It’s public health, it’s my major. All

the crap I’ve been studying here at Central, I’m gonna put it into action. Open up
the doors, bring in the kids, let them run
around and let them have a safe environment to skate around in—boom.”

Regrets:

“This one email if it had been on the
front page of the newspaper I would have
been like ‘oops.’”

Advice:

“Take a deep breath, calm down, step
back and then move forward.”

Parting words:

“It’s worth it to have crappy grades, it’s
worth it to have late nights, it’s worth it to
receive phone calls from people who are
upset, because the skills are transferable.
That’s the one thing I would tell people:
If you have time to get involved as a BOD
ofﬁcer you won’t regret it.”

“That’s really been a big success with
all the BOD members. I feel like we’ve all
worked really hard in that aspect.”

Fun Fact:

Through working in student life, Kelsey
has decided to change her career path
from secondary education management to
student affairs administration.

Experience:

Time management, leadership skills
and learning to take criticism well have
all been experiences that Kelsey has been
able to take away from the ofﬁce.

Advice:

Having strong communication skills is
a must for the position of VP. You have to
be both ﬂexible and patient. It is vital to
keep strong relationships as the VP.
“I just want students to know that we
are students too. We’re here for them, and
we can provide so many different resources for them.”
and the other 20 percent is working with
Community Affairs. Elliott has spoken to
the city council recently about the CHCI
and asked them to write a letter to president Gaudino in support of CHCI.

Progression:

“One of my initiatives as the chair of
the Equity Service Council is representing
students who are traditionally underrepresented.”
One group of students that Bryan is focused on are the veteran and service member students who, after tuition assistance
had been cut off by the government due to
sequestration, have been greatly affected
by the loss of funding.
“I wanted the administration to reimburse those students for the tuition assistance they lost,” Elliott said.
Bryan has helped facilitate groups
to put on events as well. He has helped
groups like EQUAL with the Freedom to
Marry Week and the Black Student Union

KELSEY
FURSTENWERTH

VP for Student Life and
Facilities
with Showtime at the McConnell.

Fun fact:

Bryan’s all-time life hero is Theodore
Roosevelt. Taking pride in his hard work
and the sense of accomplishment that
comes from that.
“I believe very strongly in living the
strenuous life.”

Experience gained:

The experience that Bryan has taken
away from his position is getting a better
understanding of the importance of the
BOD. The importance of advocating for
students has made a much larger impact
on him than he had initially thought.

Advice/parting messages:

The Equity and Community affairs ofﬁce represents underrepresented students
and the position of VP requires that you
have purpose, direction, and motivation in
order to do the best job possible.
“To be successful in this ofﬁce it takes
compassion, empathy, and leadership.”

ASCWU-BOD ELECTIONS 2013 CALENDAR
Thursday April 18, 2013

Friday, April 19, 2013

Wednesday, May 1, 2013

Thursday May 2, 2013

Where: SURC 236

Where: SURC 301

Where: SURC Pit

Where: SURC

What: Meet and Greet candidates

What: General Candidates Forum

What: General Candidates Debate

What: General Election

and current BOD members

Time: 5 p.m.

Time: 6 p.m.

Time: 10 a.m. - 7 p.m.

Time: 12 - 2 p.m.

Final Election Ruling: May 8
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Current members recap term
by Evan Pappas

Staff Reporter

Inspirations:

“I’m the youngest so I feel a lot of pressure and the need to be, maybe not the
best, but I need to at least match their success. So my family is definitely my inspiration.”

Qualifications:

Mary Orthmann

VP for Clubs and Orgs

by Evan Pappas

Staff Reporter

Qualifications:

Jaclyn, chair of the Student Academic
Senate, says that her experience on the
Senate was most important thing that
qualified her for the role on the BOD.

Expectation:

As the vice president of Academic Affairs and representative of student interests, Jaclyn’s work with the Student Academic Senate makes her the person to go
to for advice and direction regarding academics.Balancing the role of vice president and representative is an important
part of the job, Jaclyn said.
“I think the job of the VP is to have
a leadership role while remembering you

In her freshman year, Mary was hired
on as an insurance coordinator, one of the
assistant positions for the VP. As a sophomore she was hired on again as an administrative assistant to the VP.
“At that point a lot of the people that
were running for the VP positions, I had
worked with them in office and I have a
good camaraderie and teamwork with
them.”
Mary was pushed to run for the position when she was a sophomore but decided that she wanted to have more experience before running for the VP position.
Salary: $6,884.18

speak for general SAS and their view. So
I think it’s important to know that you
are not speaking for yourself, that you’re
speaking for students first and then your
student governing body.”
Salary: $6,884.18

Progression:

Empowering the Student Academic
Senate to tackle more academic issues and
do more than allocate money.
“I think that’s the biggest thing that’s
come out of this office in the last couple
years, it’s the growth of SAS and it’s my
hope that I have been helpful in achieving
that.”
Jaclyn appointed new members and
plans on recruiting to increase membership and awareness of what they do.

Fun Fact:

BY Matthew Thompson

Staff reporter

Inspiration:

“I’ve always had an interest in politics.
It was a good experience if I ever want to
do politics later.”

Qualifications:

Clint Wylie

Executive VP
BY Matthew Thompson

Staff reporter

Inspiration:
“I felt there was a need. I was hesitant
at first because I wanted to concentrate
more on school but when I realized that
I could bring my knowledge, what I have
done … I felt like I could run and show off
what we can do and what opportunities we
have as bigger people than just ourselves.”
Qualifications:
“I think it’s my experience with what
I’ve done for the past numerous years.
Lobbying with elections, doing college civics type work, its an accumulation of everything I’ve done in my life has helped
make it easier being in this position.”

Salary:

$6,844.18
Expectations:

Treasurer of Wenatchee Valley Community College
“What prepared me was definitely being the treasurer at my last college. That
prepared me to sit down and work with
budgets.”
“I would say that my experience as a
leader in the military putting teams together helped a lot.”
Salary: $6,884.18

Expectations:

Expectations:

“One of the big aspects of the position
is getting clubs recognized and getting students involved.”
Mary wants the students to spend more
time and get more involved in the campus
and activites rather than worrying about
paper work.
“My job is pretty much to streamline
that process and get students to want to be
involved.”

Progression:

Mary put the club recognition process
online so it is much easier for students to
get recognized so they can focus on their
own involvement without getting wrapped
up in paperwork.
Mary has also been able to increase the
budget for the Club Senate. Her request to
the S&A proved successful which resulted
in a large budget increase.
“I went to S&A and requested for
$20,000 more every year of student money to go back into the pockets of students.”
The budget used to be $76,000 but

Mary has been able to get it up to $96,000
every year. The Clubs & Organizations office is now recognizing clubs in the spring
so they can be ready for next fall instead
of having them have to start in the fall.

Fun fact:

“I like to shoot guns. Actually I just
got a new AR so I’m pretty excited about
that.”

Experience:

Part of the experience Mary has received while working in the BOD has been
leadership and teamwork skills, and the
ability to overcome conflict.
“Being a leader and knowing when to
step up and lead and knowing when to
step down and follow and listen and be
adaptable and be ready for change.”

Advice:

Being organized and keeping in mind
that your accountability is to the students.
“Don’t forget that you’re a student first
and foremost, but don’t forget the students
you promised to serve because they are
important. Very important.”

Jaclyn collects vintage box cameras and
works on antique and muscle cars.
“I restored my own car, my 1960 Mercury Cougar, and so I like to work on automobiles.”

Experience:

Jaclyn believes BOD teamwork is something that works well. When you have a
group of strong officers that can work together it can function quite well.

Advice:

“I think to get the most out of your
education it’s important to look outside
of simply the class and the books and I
think that by looking into how you can be
involved, be in student government, and
something else. Diversifying your education is the only way to truly engage what
you’re learning.”

ters
Maintain 5 regular office hours per
week during summer quarter
Attend biweekly executive and public
BOD meetings
Assist the BOD president with their duties and responsibilities
Provide a fiscal year budget forecast for
the Board of Directors
Sit as a voting member of the services
and activities fee committee
Post, interview and hire BOD support
staff
Nominate members of the student
body to all university standing committees
and committees

Progression:

Maintain 14 regular office hours per
week during fall, winter and spring quar-

Filled all of the university standing
committees in the first month

Maintain 14 regular office hours during fall, winter and spring quarters
Create a strategic legislative agenda
Provide programs to increase political
awareness
Attend and or testify at legislative hearings if necessary
BOD liaison for Higher Education Coordinating Board
Chairperson of the Central Washington University chapter of the Washington
Student Association
“Trying to show the students that they
can actually empower themselves to be
better people and be better citizens.”
Progression:
Putting a ballot box on campus that accepts ballots regardless of state or district.
“It was a really big triumph because we
hopefully have the opportunity to present
at the auditor’s convention in June to show

what can happen if you partner with students or the student government association on the campus to get students to vote
more.”
Interests:
“I am a Disney fanatic. When I graduate and am done with school and before
I jump into my professional career I will
be going on my graduation trip to Disney
World.”
Advice:
“They need to have patience. It takes a
lot of work to do this and patience is a big
thing and time management.”
Parting words:
“I would thank [the student body] for
what they have let me do, for what they
have let me accomplish. And I hope that
they will keep being more civically active
and wanting to be empowered by what
their decisions are.”

Jaclyn Sperlich

VP for Academic Affairs
Worked to return the voting privileges
for the faculty members of the S&A committee
“I’m most proud that I was able to advocate for that and that was able to get reinstated. I think it was good that we try to
work all around as a team. I don’t think
there is an evil faculty or administration
out there trying to screw the students.”

Hobbies:

Hiking, fantasy novels, avid gaming
“The newest Starcraft 2. I bought it
right at the beginning of the quarter and
I’ve probably wasted a Saturday on it easily.”

Advice:

“I would advocate for flexibility. If
you’re centered so much on one part of
the job, the BOD president has lots of
things and you’re supposed to help take
the weight off of him.”

Brianne Wood

VP for Legislative Affairs
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Boston Marathon marred by explosions
Three dead,
more than
100 injured
BY Danny schmidt

Editor-in-Chief

I

n 2011, poetry professor Katharine Whitcomb finished the Boston
Marathon in four hours and 12
minutes—a time just three minutes slower
than the time when two bombs exploded
in the 2013 marathon.
The Boston Marathon was rocked
Monday afternoon when the two bombs
exploded about 50 to 100 yards apart, killing three and injuring about 180 people.
“That was particularly sad for me to
think that I would’ve been right in the
middle of it,” said Whitcomb, an associate
professor in Central Washington University’s English department. “I wouldn’t have
been at the finish line at the exact time, but
it would’ve been very close.”
The marathon had about 23,000 runners from all over the world participating.
The first bomb went off right before the
finish line on Boylston Street.
“Any responsible individuals, any responsible groups, will feel the full weight
of justice,” President Barack Obama said
in a press conference Monday.
Whitcomb said marathoners have to
get through the toughest part of the race
to get to Boylston Street. She said the
crowd’s roar can be heard a mile away.
“You’re really worn out, but when you
turn onto Boylston Street, you can hear
the crowd roaring,” Whitcomb said. “It’s
really an incredible experience. You’re
running down this boulevard lined with
people cheering. I got a big kick of energy
when I turned onto Boylston and heard all
that.”
Whitcomb said she had a hard time
finding the person she was with after her
race and can’t imagine how hard it was
Monday.

The marathon is held on Patriots Day,
which is a state holiday. Children don’t
have school, government employees are
off and the Boston Red Sox have their annual home opener.
Central track and field and cross coun-

“Any

responsible
individuals, any
responsible
groups, will feel
the full weight of
justice.”
Barack Obama
try head coach Kevin Adkisson was talking about the race with another coach
about 30 minutes before he was informed
of the explosions.
“It was crazy and shocking. What’s
crazy is that somebody would choose that
event,” Adkisson said. “They thought it
out, they targeted it and they timed it for
when most people would be finishing. It’s
sickening. It was meant to take out legs
and limbs. It’s hard to comprehend and to
fathom it.”
Two of Adkisson’s former runners at
Central ran in the marathon. Both had already crossed the finish line when the two
bombs went off.
“The scariest thing about it is you
would hate to have people think that they
shouldn’t set goals for themselves, and run
a race for fear that something could happen to them,” Adkisson said. “Especially
for it to happen at the finish line, which is
supposed to be your moment of celebration.”
Both Whitcomb and Adkisson believe

If you were at the Boston
Marathon, or know somebody who
was, and would be interested in
sharing your story, please email
cwuobserver@gmail.com.
PHOTOs COURTESY OF CREATIVE COMMONS

Officers hurry to help a runner after the explosions Monday at the Boston Marathon.
So far there have been three deaths and about 180 injuries.

the aftermath could be similar to Sept. 11,
in terms of Americans rallying around the
tragic event.
“I think a lot of runners feel like running is such a positive thing, they don’t
want some senseless act like this to affect it
adversely,” Whitcomb said. “It galvanized
them to stick together and ramp up their
training. It’s probably going to come back
stronger than ever.”
The explosions have caused security to
be ratcheted up all over the country.
As of Wedneday morning, CNN reported a suspect had been arrested.
At about the same time as the marathon explosions, a fire broke out at the

JFK Library in Boston.
The library later tweeted the fire came
from a mechanical problem and had nothing to do with the marathon bombings.
As soon as the explosions went off,
people began running into the street and
helping those in need.
ESPN’s Bonnie Ford went on television
and discussed how unfortunate the incidents were, especially with the uniqueness
of the Boston Marathon.
“It’s a marathon that’s on every marathoner’s list to do,” Ford said. “That’s not
an exaggeration. It was a gorgeous day,
the kind of day where this is the last thing
on your mind.”

campus activities presents

comedy night with

Melissa villasenor

impressionist on
FrankTV

Voice-overs on Family Guy
& Adventure Time

Friday, may 10 , 2013
th

8$3 pmfor cwu
Surc
theatre
students with id, $7 gA

Finalist on America’s
Got Talent

sponsored by campus activities as a part of

Central Washington university

FAMILY WEEKEND
Tickets: cwu.e du/tickets
info: cwu.edu/campus-life

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. Accommodations: 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu.
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cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com

Bomb’s
blast felt
beyond
Boston

Explosions rock emotions
Editor looks for something positive
F

ar too many times in life I feel like I’m in a safe little
bubble. I go to school in a relatively small town, I feel
safe jogging alone in the middle of the night, and most days
I don’t even bother locking my car door. When I check my
Twitter, I plan to see funny jokes, not a stream of news about
a bombing in my own country.
But that’s exactly what happened
today. As I opened my Twitter feed,
my biggest concern was the weird
amount of snow outside my window.
When I closed the feed, I couldn’t help
but shift my thoughts to the Boston
Marathon bombings.
It’s a sobering experience. I spend
so much time thinking about classes,
girls and internships that my own
general safety is kind of on the backDerek shuck
burner. I’m sure many of the victims
Orientation Editor
felt the same way. I’m sure they were
focused on the excitement of the race,
not on the possibility of a bomb at the finish line.
We live in a country where this assumption of safety has
always been a privilege. That assumption is a comfort many
people won’t have for the next few months, including myself.
I know I won’t feel quite so safe in a crowded area for a long
time; it’s something I never thought I would really miss until
it was gone.
I can’t help but feel like this is what many adults felt like in
the wake of Sept. 11. Granted this is on a much smaller scale,

but as I scrolled through my Twitter feed, I couldn’t help but
be reminded of my uncle glued to the television screen the
day the twin towers fell.
As a kid, I didn’t understand the fear he and the rest of my
family felt. I knew it was a big deal, but New York seemed so
far away. Now things are a little different. I feel like I finally
understand the fear that it could have been me.
On the flip side of fear comes a swelling of happiness for
the vast amount of people offering assistance to the victims.
Mr. Rogers once offered advice for times like these.
“Look for the helpers. You’ll always find people who are
helping.”
When I look at my Twitter feed, it’s not just people freaking out about the bombing, it’s people posting helpful tips,
giving the addresses of blood donation centers in Boston, and
expressing sympathy for the victims. It’s this sympathy that
brings me comfort in times like this. I may not feel completely
safe in a crowded area for the next few months, but I know
that many of the people around me would gladly lend a helping hand should something go down.
In the same way we don’t think about our inert safety, we
also don’t think about the generosity that emerges when complete strangers need help.
I guess the only thing you can hope for the times like these
is that you take away something positive.
Instead of living with the fear of an attack, I want to think
about the strength of the human spirit, and how tragedies
like this truly bring out the best in our neighbors, friends and
family.

Two relatively small bombs shook the
entire nation Monday, effectively turning the Boston Marathon’s finish line into
ground zero.
As of Monday night, the explosions
reportedly killed at least three people—
including an 8-year old boy—and injured
130 more. These
deaths were unjustified, but this wasn’t
just an attack on life.
It was an attack on
American tradition.
Events like the
Boston Marathon,
by their nature,
are meant to bring
people
together.
They’re a time when
ZACH SMITH
cities open their
Copy Editor
doors and show
the world what they
can do. But there’s one simple concept
that drives these massive public events—a
commonly shared sense of trust between
yourself and the thousands of anonymous
faces in the crowd.
This sense of trust no longer exists, or
at the very least, will never be the same.
These explosions draped a shadow of
doubt over the safety of these events.
All of the sudden, events like the Boston
Marathon no longer feel “off limits” from
violence. Now even the most well established and charitable traditions seem like
a target.
But this lost sense of trust won’t just impact the attendance at these events, it will
forever change the way they operate.
Remember how difficult boarding a
plane became after Sept. 11? A terrorist attack transformed airplane passengers from travelers to potential threats to
homeland security.
I’m not saying street festivals will have
airport-like security lines, but some things
will definitely change. These attacks exposed the natural flaw within these huge
events: There are thousands of people
in a condensed area with free reign of
a city. You don’t need to buy a ticket or
go through security to gain access, which
means people with the motive and resources can turn a celebration into a catastrophe—which is exactly what we saw at
the Boston Marathon.
I don’t think we’ll see the end of events
like the Boston Marathon, but rest assured,
no city or festival wants to be remembered
for tragedy. This means change is imminent, which more than likely, means a significant increase in security.
So consider this a warning, event goers.
Things might be a little tense for a little
while.

Dear Readers,
The Observer is now on Instagram
(CWUObserver) in addition to Facebook,
Twitter and YouTube. Please follow us!

The Observer welcomes brief letters of 300 words or less from
readers on current issues. Please include your full name and
university affiliation: year and major, degree and year graduated, or
staff position and department. To be printed in the following week’s
issue, please e-mail your letters to cwuobserveropinion@gmail.com
by 5 p.m. Sunday. The Observer reserves the right to reject or edit
for style and length. All letters become property of The Observer.
Anonymous letters will not be considered.
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Hit the entertainment in the Pit
Seattle artist Jesse Morrow will perform free in the SURC tonight

PHOTOS COURTESY OF JESSE MORROW

MUSICIAN Returning to Central for an encore performance, Morrow will be playing tonight in the SURC.
BY ADAM WILsON

Staff Reporter

Jesse Morrow has been a musician for
years, but three albums and one overfunded Kickstarter campaign later, his career is
just getting started.
The Seattle-based artist will be performing for the second time on campus,
according to Campus Activites employee
Nicholas Faucett. Morrow recently released his third album, “Things I Might
Lose,” on April 9, which he funded
through the crowdsourcing website, Kickstarter.com. While he only asked for
$5,000, he received $6,495 to help fund
the project.
“It was encouraging to keep going in
this direction,” Morrow said, describing
the campaign success as “another sign that
people actually do like this music.”
Morrow grew up in Michigan, where
his passion for music began with his high
school band. He decided he wanted to
sing instead, despite his lack of conﬁdence
in his voice.
“I sucked,” Morrow said. “I picked
up the guitar to practice my vocal lines.

That’s when I ﬁgured out I liked the guitar
and songwriting.”
In 2009, Morrow released his ﬁrst album “New Beginnings,” which was inspired by his life experiences and those of
his family and friends. The album was a
culmination of over three years of songwriting, according to Morrow.
“Those songs were not based on a concept, but really rooted in other people’s
lives and the stories they had to tell,” Morrow said.
Morrow performed for the ﬁrst time
in February 2009, following the release of
“New Beginnings.” It was one of many
early performances which Morrow described as nerve-wracking.
“One time I came back to Michigan
and decided to play this show, even though
I hadn’t played in a month,” Morrow said.
“In the middle of the second song I forgot the words. There’s probably only two
songs where I didn’t forget the lyrics and
the rest I completely botched.”
After the album’s release, Morrow
moved to Bellingham to work as an art
director at a local church, but he didn’t
stop working on his music. He eventually

met Brian Fennell at a concert at Western
Washington University, where Fennell’s
band Barcelona, was performing.
“He gave me his ﬁrst album and I listened to it on the way home,” Fennell said,
describing the day he met Morrow. “I
liked his voice a lot and reached out to see
if he’d be interested in working together.”
Fennell helped Morrow record his second album, “Come on Speak Up.” Unlike
“New Beginnings,” this album featured a
full band, instead of just Morrow’s voice
and guitar. Fennell was more than happy
to help Morrow with his career, especially
due to his personality.
“He’s a great musician, but I don’t
think that’s what will carry him through
his career,” Fennel said. “Being a nice and
respectful human will be what does the
most for him. I’m attracted to that in people, and creating music together is a bonus
on top of that relationship.”
After releasing “Come on Speak Up,”
Morrow decided he wanted to leave his
job as an art director and become a fulltime musician, although the decision was
not easy.
“The security that’s in a full-time job,

and the approval from society, is deﬁnitely
a hard one to ﬁght,” Morrow said. “It was
as hard as breaking up with a girl or leaving somebody.”
Morrow’s decision came with much
approval from his friends and family, who
helped fund Morrow’s third album. His
friends also helped advertise the new album.
“There was an overwhelming amount
of people on Facebook spreading the word
for me, which is great when you can’t afford a PR company to do the marketing,”
Morrow said.
For his latest album, Morrow drew
from his religious experiences at the
church where he worked, and self-conﬂict
in general. The overall tone of the album
is more serious than “New Beginnings.”
“I’ve been writing these happy songs
because I felt like writing a happy song,”
Morrow said. “I ﬁnally took a minute and
thought about some serious stuff over the
past couple of years. They’re not the happiest of songs, but they’re real.”
Morrow will be performing in the
SURC Pit at 7:30 p.m. tonight.

Wenatchee brings festivus for the rest of us

First-time comedy show brings comedy and music entertainment to the valley this weekend
BY MArGAuX MAsseY

Staff Reporter

When someone is asked how they got
involved with their current line of work,
one answer that is never expected is: “It
started with a dare.”
“I was like, really? And [my friends]
said I dare you,” Ralph Porter said. “The
next thing you know, I did it.”
Ralph Porter is one of the headliners
for the upcoming Wenatchee Comedy
Festival, which takes place this Saturday
during the ﬁrst weekend of the Apple
Blossom Festival in Wenatchee.
According to Alex Haley, director of
the comedy festival, it’s going to be a celebration of Paciﬁc Northwest talents in
the performing arts. Both of the headlining comedians, Ralph Porter and Jay “Big
Irish” Hollingsworth, are from Seattle.
“They are hands down my favorite
comics from Seattle,” Haley said.
Haley mostly promotes comedy shows
in Wenatchee, but on a much smaller scale.
The idea for this comedy festival came out
of a few performers Haley promoted. He
felt they were so much better than the rest,
and they deserved a bigger show.
“We had a comic that came through
that deserved a bigger stage than what we
could offer,” said Pete Lolos, a co-promoter of the event.
Haley hopes the event brings more

people to Wenatchee. The event
bigger than the theater itself.
The theater seats 600
is being held during the Apple
Blossom Festival because peopeople and is the biggest
theater-style venue in
ple are already coming out,
town. Haley said they
and will be interested in the
comedy festival as well.
chose a theater setting
and the Performing
“To put it into an existArts Center for a reaing or larger festival is only
son.
going to help us in our ﬁrst
“There is a big difyear,” Haley said.
Other performers inference when you go to a
clude an improv group
theater, sit down in one of
called Upfront Theater
the traditional red theater
from Bellingham, and the
chairs and face the stage
Northwest Comedy Comto watch a comedy show, a
petition, which features 12
performance,” Haley said.
comedians from Washington,
He wanted the more traditional
Oregon and Idaho.
show feel to the festival.
The festival features not only
There will be a beer garden, wine
comedy, but two bands as well.
bar, games and food in the courtyard
The local Ellensburg band Blackoutside of the Performing Arts Cenburn will be playing, along with
ter for added entertainment.
Under the Covers, a band from
“We are taking advantage of all
Tacoma.
the ground, not just the theater,”
“I haven’t seen many comedy
Haley said.
festivals in general,” Haley said.
Tickets to the show will get you
“Usually they are music festivals
full access to the entire festival, but
with comedy as opposed to comthe comedy shows are ﬁrst come,
edy festivals with music.”
ﬁrst serve seating inside the theater.
The festival is being held
Those who don’t get into the comedy
at the Performing Arts Center
show can enjoy activities in the courtin Wenatchee. The Center has
yard and performances by the two bands.
a large theater and an attached
Haley hopes to get 700 to 1000 people
courtyard that is GRAPHIC BY VICKY VALDOVINOS/OBSERVER coming throughout the

day.
“We are welcoming anyone who wants
to be involved with it, but we are trying
to capture a different demographic than
events normally try to capture within this
time,” Haley said.
The comedy show is intended for an
18 and over crowd, speciﬁcally those who
aren’t interested in an event geared toward families.
“I’m hoping that it’s gonna be a lot of
people, lot of fun, lot of laughter,” headliner Ralph Porter said.
The festival will take place April 27.

Directions:
Performing Arts Center
123 N Wenatchee Ave, Wenatchee, WA
98801

MAPQUEST.COM
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The dangers of what
students are calling
the ‘magic pill’
To ease the stress of school,
students turn to Adderall, a
dangerous prescription pill
BY chLOe rAMBerG
Staff Reporter

“

If I take too m
really bad bell
sounds appetizin
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If students are struggling with
Adderall addiction or abuse, these
resources are available:
Student Medical and
Counseling Center
Located near the SURC
Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. - 5 P.M.

Wellness Center
Located in the SURC
Monday thru Friday
8 A.M. - 5 P.M.

K

atie’s mind was
completely
blank
as she stared at the
mountain of homework piled on her desk. She was exhausted
from pulling all nighters and didn’t think
she had it in her to do it again.
Always an excellent student, Katie
would go above and beyond to keep her
grades up. But as she sat in her room during ﬁnals week, her determination was
overcome by exhaustion.
“I just got to the point where I had no
motivation left in me,” said Katie (who
wished to remain anonymous.)
She remembered a friend telling her
about the “miracle drug” called Adderall — A little blue pill that could give her
tons of energy, and help her ﬁnish all her
homework and ace all her tests.
Adderall, a drug containing amphetamines, is prescribed for those diagnosed
with Attention Deﬁcit-Hyperactive Disorder (ADHD), and has become popular
among students.
A
recent
study conducted
by the National
Center
on Addiction and Substance Abuse
found the use of
Adderall by
non-prescribed
students during the past decade has drastically increased.
I.M.S. Health said nearly 14 million
monthly prescriptions for ADHD were
written for individuals between the ages
of 20 - 39 in 2011 alone.
These could be prescriptions written
for people who actually have the disorder,
but experts at I.M.S. claim college students can easily obtain the stimulant without having ADHD.
Students at Central Washington University are no exception. Although campus health centers have no hard statistics
regarding the number of students using
the drug, it’s not a big secret that it’s
happening.
Katie riﬂed through her
backpack looking for
the plastic baggie hold-

much I feel sick, like a
ly ache, and nothing
ng.
-BRITANI

Anonymous Adderall user

ing
t h e
two small,
light blue pills. She
broke the capsules apart and
dumped the insides under her
tongue, a trick she had learned to put
the pills into effect faster.
“Adderall became a study tool for me,”
Katie said. “But I don’t think it has addictive qualities, not for me at least.”
Katie said she’s taken the drug more
than 20 times in the past couple years.
“Adderall and other ADHD drugs are
pure psycho stimulants,” said Randy Robinette, senior director at the medical and
counseling clinic at Central. “This means
the body uptakes them very quickly, and
they have the potential to be addictive.”
In order to get the “magic pill,” students are turning to fellow classmates.
Parker, a senior at Central, was prescribed
Adderall when he was 8 years old.
“I would bounce off the walls and
not be able to focus on anything,” Parker
said. “Then my doctor diagnosed me with
ADHD and I got on medication.”
As a child, Parker felt different when he
had to swallow a daily regimen of pills just
to go to school. In college, having access
to this prescription drug made him somewhat of a commodity.
At ﬁrst, it was just Parker’s friends asking to buy Adderall from him, but as the
school year progressed, Parker was bombarded by phone calls and texts from random students, asking to buy his medication.
“At ﬁrst, I thought it might be a good
way to make some extra money, but I
didn’t want to risk selling any sort of pills
to people I didn’t know,” Parker said.
Parker began ignoring requests from
strangers, and told his friends he wasn’t
comfortable giving them his prescription
drugs.
Students like Katie and Parker differ
in their motivation to use Adderall. For
Parker, it’s part of his every day routine
and necessary for his health. For Katie, it’s
a way for her to stay up all night studying,
even if she does feel like a zombie
the next day.
In most cases, the
negative side effects associated

w i t h
Adderall are not drastic enough to make students not
want to take the pills.
The most common side effects include
insomnia, loss of appetite, nervousness,
feeling annoyed or angry and a false sense
of well being.
“If I take too much I feel sick, like a
really bad belly ache, and nothing sounds
appetizing,” said Britani, a sophomore at
Central who also wishes to remain anonymous.
Even though she experiences side effects, Britani said she has taken Adderall
at least four times. She continues to feel
sick after taking the drug, but said the beneﬁts the pills provide, such as more energy
and being able to focus, are worth the risk.
These might seem like nothing more
than the price a student has to pay in
order to succeed in a very competitive
world, but like any drug, Adderall has the
potential to be extremely dangerous.
James Merrill specializes in family
practice and said he is always cautious
when prescribing Adderall to teenagers
and young adults.
“A lot of students in high school and
college are coming to me to get a prescription, and a lot of times, it’s for the wrong
reasons,” Merrill said.
Merrill has received requests from students for Adderall when they are not diagnosed with ADHD Many students are
coming to him because they belive they
need the drug to stay focused and study,
he said.
Young women have also found a new
use for the “miracle drug.”
“Adderall can cause a loss of appetite,
and extreme weight loss,” Merrill said.
“Women and teenage girls are now using
the drug to lose weight.”
Merrill said, as a family doctor, this is
extremely worrisome for him. Taking Adderall to study is detrimental to students’
health, he said. And if women are taking
the drug to help them lose weight, they
can develop a serious eating disorder.
Adderall has the potential to cause
high blood pressure and an increased
heart rate, which creates a higher risk
for cardiac arrest. It can also
change the structure and
function of the brain,
according
to
Robinette.

“If
you want to ﬂirt with a cardiac event, if
you want to ﬂirt with addiction, or if you
want to ﬂirt with changing the function of
your brain, stimulants such as Adderall
are the way to do it,” Robinette said.
In the most extreme cases, Adderall
has been associated with students committing suicide. The New York Times’ February 2013 article, “Drowned in a Stream
of Prescriptions,” tells the story of college
student Richard Fee, who, as a 24-year
-old, was prescribed Adderall for ADHD
by a doctor.
His parents maintained that Richard
did not have ADHD, and that he was becoming addicted to the drug. According to
the article, Richard became violently delusional and spent a week in a psychiatric
hospital. But he met with his doctor and
was still able to receive 90 more days of
his prescription.
Two weeks after his prescription expired, Richard hung himself in his bedroom closet.
“This is a very extreme and rare case,
but like any abused drug, Adderall can
cause sudden death and even suicide,”
Merrill said. “It contains amphetamine,
which is also present in meth.”
If students at Central believe they are
struggling with Adderall addiction or
abuse, there are places they can turn to
for help. Student Medical and Counseling Clinic is located close to campus and
provides students with medical staff and
on-site counselors.
Students can also visit the Wellness
Center located on campus, if they feel
they need help.
“We work on promoting positive,
healthy behavior and discuss the consequences of high risk behaviors,” said Alice
Bowman, Wellness Center health educator.
Students will be guided in the right
steps to take in order to help with any issues, and all information provided is kept
completely conﬁdential.
“We want students to feel like they can
come to us without risking getting in trouble,” said Andrea Easlick, Wellness Center
health educator.
The lasting negative effects of Adderall
can drastically alter the body, and could
be the difference between life and death.
“It’s a very dangerous and serious
matter,” Merrill said. “Young people
have so much to look
forward to, and
Adderall
can
greatly damage their
future.”

“
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Students trade food for booze to save calories
New study shows students are skipping meals to take part in the new trend called “Drunkorexia”

BY ALYssA FOLAND

Staff Reporter

A recent study has revealed many college students will refrain from eating so
they can drink alcohol and avoid gaining
weight. Known as Drunkorexia, this behavior has increased among college students across the nation.
Social media has become a huge part of
life for young adults. Sites like Facebook,
Instagram, Twitter and others have fostered a pro-eating disorder environment,
which encourages individuals to seek out
unhealthy alternatives for weight loss.
The common age range of students
affected by Drunkorexia is 18 to 24 years
old.
Neeru Bakshi, a psychologist who specializes in eating disorders, believes proeating disorder content has become much
more accessable because of social media.
“I think this generation of college students is so much more connected with social networking than any other generation
has been in the past, and there’s so many
different outlets for it,” Bakshi said.
Bakshi said websites that were called
“pro-ana” (pro anorexia) or “pro-mia”
(pro bulimia) came to the public’s attention, and have now adopted terms like

the “thigh-gap” and “thinspiration.” She
said the way the message is presented is
different, but is still as damaging as it was
previously.
Jeffrey M. Penick, an associate psychology professor at Central Washington University, said the only way to really avoid
what the media says is to control what is
seen. It is up to the individual to decide
what to take in.
“I think one way or the other, when
you start to see various sites in support of
controlled eating, extreme eating — even
just focus on body and weight — you’re
talking about social norms,” Penick said.
“And so it normalizes that way of thinking. And what we’re talking about is it’s
normalizing dissatisfaction with yourself.”
Alex Manenica, senior public relations
major, understands the thought behind
this trend.
“I understand that people don’t want to
get fat, so they save their calories for going
out, because alcohol has a lot of calories
in it,” Manenica said. “Not like I think
it’s good, but I can see their perspective if
they’re worried about gaining weight.”
Freshman elementary education major
Kirby Van Patten also discussed why people might take part in Drunkorexia.
“In college I know it’s hard to get al-

cohol for especially, like, kids who
are under age,” Patten said. “I
think they do that because they
want to make the most of it, but I
don’t think they realize how dangerous it is and how damaging it is
to their body.”
Siding Ye, junior ﬁlm and video studies major, ﬁnds the topic
distasteful. She said she doesn’t
have friends who would take part
in it.
“The whole concept is just stupid to me,” Ye said. “And I think
people who do that are irresponsible and probably don’t care about
their academic life and don’t take
care of themselves.”
Drunkorexia is not considered
an eating disorder. According to
Bakshi, eating disorders are already well-deﬁned, and Drunkorexia doesn’t ﬁt the criteria. This
year, the deﬁnition of eating disorders will be made broader, but
Bakshi doesn’t think Drunkorexia
will be added to the list.
“The more that we talk about
it the more likely somebody is going to actually get the help that
they need, “Bakshi said.

GRAPHIC BY SETH LONBORG/OBSERVER

tickets on sale!
Central washington university

FAMILY WEEKEND
may 10-12, 2013
sarah spurgeon gallery presents
campus activities presents
Comedy Night with Melissa Villasenor 2013 Juried student Art Exhibition
central theatre ensemble presents
Jesus Christ Superstar
Farmers Market

Tickets & Info

chimpanzee and human
communication institute presents
Chimposiums
university recreation
group fitness presents
Outdoor Zumba

Nelly’s echo

dining services presents
Mothers Day Brunch featuring
live music from Nelly’s Echo

www.cwu.edu/campus-life
Advance ti ckets also
available at the Wi ldcat Shop

Outdoor zumba

Melissa Villasenor

Sponsored by Campus Life.
AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
Accommodations: 509-963-1691 or CDS@cwu.edu.

www.PregnancyHelpEllensburg.org
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App takes social media approach to grocery shopping
BY ALYssA MArTINeZ

Staff Reporter

The newly released social platform
Flyerbug allows for not only avoiding unpleasant surprises like high food prices,
but also allows users to ﬁnd sales that don’t
make it into the paper.
“Not all items that are on sale make it
into a ﬂyer, otherwise it would look more
like a magazine,” said
Raul Sukraj, founder of
Flyerbug, who has his fair
share of experience with
grocery store advertising
himself.
He co-founded Captive Channels, a grocery
advertising agency that
uses LCD screens to advertise sales and pricing.
Flyerbug takes aim at uncovering sales and lower
prices and making it available to the consumer.
“Consumers needed a
channel,” Sukraj said. “A
better platform that could take the sales
out of the stores and into consumer’s
hands.” Through comparative shopping,
this new app has the potential to save
shoppers both time and money.
One feature of the app is its social
media touch. Much like Twitter and Facebook, users can “add” a retailer to their

list simply by punching in a zip code, and
through their “watch list” receive updates
on the sales going on in local grocery
stores.
Alerts are also sent to the user when a
speciﬁc product’s price is reported.
“Instead of following friends, you’re
following products,” Sukraj said.
The social media approach is appealing to many people, especially students.
“I use my phone for absolutely everything,” said Cindy
Guerrero, junior law and justice major. “I have an app for
just about everything, and for
someone to make the sometimes stressful grocery shopping experience a social one,
now that sounds like fun.”
For some people, the difference of a dollar or two in
price, or even just a few cents,
isn’t enough incentive to take
the time to shop at different
stores around town. But for
others, it can make all the difference, especially as a college
student living on a budget.
“Sometimes it can come down to even
the dollar,” Guerrero said. “When I am
going to be in school living away from my
parents, and will be having to account for
rent, utilities, books, tuition, clothes and
then food on top of that, well a dollar or
two saved a week even can mean a lot at

the end of a hard month.”
Guerrero likes the idea of knowing
where to shop in order to get the best
deals.
“I want to know where I should be
spending my money and how to do it efﬁciently,” Guerrero said. “And with a busy
schedule like mine, coupon clipping and
ad reading just doesn’t happen.”
Flyerbug’s socially driven platform is
going to ﬁnd the best prices in a smooth and seamless way right from your
mobile device.
“The idea is, every
week, with a click of a
button, you can say ‘Hey,
tell me between Safeway
and Albertsons where I
should split my wallet,’”
Sukraj said.
Even though Ellensburg no longer has an
Albertsons, Super One
Foods and Safeway are
two of the grocery chains
that can be found on the
app, and more can be added by users.
Many students spend the time and gas
needed to drive around just to ﬁnd the best
bargains.
“I’ve done it before, the whole driving
around town ﬁrst to Safeway then to Super One and ﬁnally Fred Meyer in search
of those good deals,” said Felipe Avalos,

senior theater design technology major.
But as Avalos is making an attempt to
eat more fresh produce, and less canned
and frozen items, he said ﬁnding those low
prices can present a challenge.
“Having it [Flyerbug] in the palm of
your hand or in your lap is the deﬁnition
of convenience,” Avalos said. “I would
deﬁnitely use this app.”
While making prices more accessible
to consumers will drive business to stores, the platform
creators have had difﬁculty
in getting information about
prices.
“They (grocery stores)
don’t want to share their
prices and make them available to competitors,” Sukraj
said. The creators of Flyerbug are trying to work with
local stores to make their
baseline prices available for
the app.
The app also has a few
surprises coming in the near
future, including a “receipt reader” and
“merchant services” that are going to enhance the Flyerbug experience, and take
grocery shopping to a new level.
The app is now available for free download on your mobile device, or by visiting
Flyerbug.com.
GRAPHICS COURTESY OF FLYERBUG.COM

NEWSWATCH
If you’ve ever dreamed of a career in
Broadcast Journalism, please talk to
Professor Terri Reddout about how
you can get involved in NewsWatch.

COM 442
Student-led news team
dedicated to sharing
stories that impact
Kittitas County.

H O L M E S
DINING
ROOM

Open

April 24, 2013

4:30-7:00p.m.

Cash price $12.35 + tax.
Regular meal plan prices apply.

AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation: CDS@cwu.edu.

YAKIMA RIVER
Help clean up the Yakima River Canyon! Projects will include trail
restoration, tree planting, litter removal and campsite renovation.
Volunteers will also receive free snacks and pizza!

CLEANUP
40

th

A N N UA L

YAKIMA
RIVER
APRIL 9 am - 1 pm SURC
EAST PATIO
check-in
at 8:00N
am U
th E
C 27
L
A
P

APRIL
27th

9 am - 1 pm

SURC

check-in at 8:00 am

EAST PATIO

For more
information or to make arrangements
for
disability accommodations,
FOR MORE
INFORMATION
contact for
Center
for Leadership and
For
more
information
or to make arrangements
disability
accommodations,
call 509.963.1643 or for hearing impaired, TDD 509.963.2143. AA/EEO/Title IX Institution
Community
Engagement: 509-963-1850 or cwu.edu/leadership-engage

call 509.963.1643 or for hearing impaired, TDD 509.963.2143. AA/EEO/Title IX Institution
CWU is an AA/EEO/Title IX Institution. For accommodation: 509-963-1850 or CDS@cwu.edu
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Then there were 8

Central set for Varsity Cup match versus Air Force in L.A.
BY eVAN ThOMPsON

Sports Editor
@evanthompson_11

JAMIE WINTER/OBSERVER

ALA-KA-ZAM Sophomore Aladdin Schirmer passes back to waiting teammates in the Wild-

cats 21-10 victory over Cal Poly on April 13. Central departs for the Varsity Cup on Friday.

“

It just shows how much player dedication it takes for
Central as well, who strive for the competition as well as
the coaches, who strive to be the best. That’s what we look
for in players.

“

Jacob Bates witnessed ﬁrst-hand how
much it took to get it.
The senior club president of the men’s
rugby team knew beforehand the journey
was going to be an uphill one, and that
it would require effort, involvement and
complete dedication from the players and
coaching staff.
And they did just that. Now, it’s time for
the Wildcats to reap the beneﬁts.
Following the departure of the University of Utah from the Varsity Cup, Central
Washington was ofﬁcially selected on April
5 to join an elite collection of teams in the
collegiate rugby world.
The Wildcats (9-1 overall) ﬁlled the vacated No. 4 seed in the tournament and
will play Division I Air Force Academy (52) in the Wester Super-Regional, which will
be hosted at UCLA on the North Athletic
Field. The match is set for 2 p.m. PT on
Saturday.
The long hours spent on the ﬁeld, recruiting players from out of country, and
undeservingly receiving less limelight than
the varsity teams on campus shows true
resiliency on the part of the men’s rugby
team.
But that’s all in the past. Come Saturday,
the Wildcats will have their chance to prove
to the country what they’re capable of.
Bates, who is in his fourth year with the
program and his ninth year in the sport, understands the caliber of the teams they’re
up against will be turned up a notch.
“The level of competition is deﬁnitely
a step up from what we’ve been playing in
D1A,” Bates said. “Our highest competition in D1A is St. Mary’s, but when we get
in the Varsity Cup every person is going to
be tough to beat. We have to play mistake
free and play at our A-game to beat those
guys.”
Central is led by the coaching duo Tony
Pacheco and Bob Ford and standout players

such as Bates and U-20 All-Americans Tanner Barnes and Aladdin Schirmer.
“Our coaching staff is completely invaluable to the program,” Bates said.
“Without them this would not be where it
is today, it would be nonexistent probably.”
But it’s been the Wildcats combined effort that has put Central on the map in collegiate rugby.
“The opportunity gets Central Washington’s name out there,” Bates said. “The
Varsity Cup is very exclusive and D1 teams
are playing in it, so it just beneﬁts this uni-

-JACOB BATES
Senior club president
versity as a whole.”
The success Central has found in recent
history has allowed for players like Clint
Lemkus and Sean Wanigasekara to learn
about the Wildcats rugby program and join
the cause. Lemkus came from South Africa,
while Wanigasekara travled from Sri Lanka. Both of them are in the starting lineup.
If the Wildcats win against Air Force,
they’ll play the winner of BYU (No. 1 seed)
and UCLA (No. 8) the following Saturday.
Between the two winners, whichever has
the higher seed will earn the right to host

the semi-ﬁnal, and the winner of that will
move on to the Varsity Cup National Collegiate Championship on May 4 in Provo,
UT.
Only eight teams in the country participate in the prestigious tournament:
Air Force, BYU, California-Berkely, Dartmouth, Navy, Notre Dame and UCLA.
The Varsity Cup is America’s top collegiate postseason championship, whose goal
is to feature the most accomplished programs in college rugby.
And that’s not far from the truth: in the
33-year history of collegiate rugby championships, 31 of the past collegiate national
champions have been one of the eight Varisty Cup teams. 1984 was the last year any
other team had broken through the barrier
and won.
Bates feels Central is better prepared for
Air Force, which last won a national championship in 2003, following its ﬁnal two
matches in D1A competition.
The Wildcats loss to St. Mary’s on April
6 wasn’t a game the Wildcats played mistake-free, but they made up for it in their
following game, a 21-10 victory over Cal
Poly SLO. Cal Poly was last ranked No. 8 in
the USA Rugby Top 20.
After months of training, practice, revision, and then more practice, the Wildcats’
season hangs on a thin thread. One loss
in the tournament results in elimination,
something Bates believes won’t happen
without a ﬁght.
“They’re going to be a really ﬁt team,
they’re going to be tall,” Bates said. “They’re
going to play a physical game just like Cal
Poly did. It’s going to be a good match and
we’re looking to win like always.”
The Wildcats’ ﬂight will depart on Friday at 6 a.m. They hope to land in the
championship match.

WATCH THE VARSITY CUP LIVE
youtube.com/varsitycuprugby

2013 Varsity Cup Championships
Western Super-Regional

Record: 9-1

Coaches: Bob Ford and Tony Pacheco

April 20
Western Super-Regional

UCLA North Athletic Field
April 20, 2 p.m.

Head coach: Joe Muehbauer

May 4
NATIONAL CHAMPIONSHIP

#1 BYU
#8 UCLA
UCLA
North Athletic Field

#5 Air Force
#4 CWU

Record: 5-2

April 20
Eastern Super-Regional
#2 Cal
#7 Notre Dame

April 27
Semiﬁnal @ Higher Seed

April 27
Semiﬁnal @ Higher Seed

Navy-Marine
Corps Memorial Stadium

#6 Navy
#3 Dartmouth
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Wildcats win home finale
Rugby wins final home game against Cal Poly, 21-10

BY Chelsea Bronn

Staff Reporter

In the second half of last Saturday’s
game, the scoreboard read 0-0. But that
wouldn’t stop the Central Washington
University rugby team from beating Cal
Poly 21-10 on April 13, which marks their
final home game of the regular season.
After entering the second half with
zero points on the board, the Wildcats
knew that time wasn’t on their side.
The Wildcats forced pressure on Cal
Poly with every scrum to keep them from
scoring, while working tirelessly to improve their own offense.
Central eventually found the end zone
with tries coming from lock Sean Wanigasekara and wing Josh Bower.
In the five minute span between minute
65 and 70 minutes of the match, Cal Poly
mounted a counterattack. They busted
off two quick scores, the second of which
came off a failed counterattack from the
Wildcats. The ball bounced directly into
the hands of a Cal Poly attacker who ran
to score the try untouched.
Senior Jacob Bates, president of the
club, was the spearhead of a multi-phase
attack from his hooker position that would
result in the final try of the game.
Bates scored and kicker Alex Reher,
who was perfect on the day statistically,
followed it up with a conversion to push
the Wildcats lead to 21-10. Cal Poly was
unable to answer.
With their latest victory, the Wildcats
now boast a 9-1 overall season record in
D1A.
They will now be heading to Los An-

geles, Calif. to face the United States
Air Force Academy in the first round of
the 2013 Varsity Cup Collegiate Rugby
Championship.
If the Wildcats win their opening
match in the Varsity Cup over Air Force,
and if BYU loses to UCLA, then Central
will be able to host the semifinal match of
the tournament in Ellensburg.
Last year Central competed in the Pacific Conference, which was the one of the
most competitive leagues that USA Rugby
had to offer.
Unfortunately one of the initial members of the league dropped out from the
conference in the beginning of last year’s
season. Consequently many teams followed, which crippled the conference.
With fewer teams in the conference,
schools who were geographically further
away, such as California, were less inclined
to travel all the way to Ellensburg for a
single match.
The Wildcats were then forced into
relocating as an independent conference,
so the Wildcats would have more freedom
with who they would play.
But when looking at the bigger picture,
Central is pleased with where they ended
up with the Varsity Cup.
“The Varsity Cup is a better opportunity for us as a team, to play better competition,” said senior team manager Alex
Lee, who is majoring in exercise science.
The Varsity Cup is a prestigous tournament which many teams strive to compete
in. Playing with Ivy Leagues school such
as Dartmouth and storied programs like
Notre Dame, Central is truly among elite
company.

jamie winter/observer

SEASON FINALE Sean Wanigasekara runs tough against Cal Poly defenders in Central’s 2110 victory on April 13. Wanigasekara helped put the Wildcats on the board in the second half.

OPR offers every student the chance to
conquer many challenging obstacles
BY SAMuel cathcart

Staff Reporter

photo courtesy of cwu.edu/OPR

IT’S A SPRING THING Central Washington students take a hike at a nearby location in Ellens-

burg with an Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals guide. Trips like these will be happening throughout this quarter

OPR: everything
from hiking to biking

Central Washington University’s Outdoor Pursuits and Rentals has started to
gear up for weekly spring adventures, now
that the seasons have changed. OPR offers
many outdoor activities to students looking
to get active and enjoy the sunshine.
“We offer reasonably priced activities to
students and take them to places in the area
they usually wouldn’t go,” Tom Potter, outdoors trip coordinator said.
Students looking to participate in outdoor activities can find everything they
need at OPR, including outdoor pursuits
and equipment rentals, along with several
other outdoor activities that don’t require
equipment, just walking power.
Students can rent everything from inner
tubes and kayaks to camping equipment.
With the snow melting on the mountains, kayaking season has begun. OPR
offers kayak rentals, lessons and trips to students looking to get out on the river.
OPR kayak sessions will teach new kayakers everything they need to know. The
pool sessions run most Sundays between
April 5 to May 7, from 7 to 9 p.m. at the
Aquatic Center. Sessions are open to all
skill levels, and no experience is necessary
to participate.
“We teach students all the safety measures they should take and we start them
out very slowly,” Potter said.
Another opportunity availble to students

through OPR is the weekly sunset hike, designed to give students a chance to see the
natural beauty surrounding Ellensburg.
Hikes run every Tuesday through May
28. Hikers depart from OPR at 4 p.m. and
return at 7 p.m.
“Hiking gives me the chance to get away
from my school work and clear my head,”
senior finance major Jordan Green said.
OPR also shuttles students and recreation members to Vantage, where climbers
get a chance to climb rock surfaces. OPR
provides all the equipment and guidance
climbers need to scale the rock walls.
The shuttle runs every Thursday from
April 11 to May 30. The shuttle costs $8
per trip or $45 for a quarter pass. No experience is necessary.
“Before the climbing trip I have never
climbed a really rock wall before, but they
made it easy for me to learn,” junior sociology major Kurtis Pitcher said.
Students and Recreation Center members can try their luck on the challenge
course this spring. The challenge course
will be open on Wednesdays from noon to
5 p.m. starting April 12.
OPR will hold its annual celebration of
outdoor activities on April 18 from 10 a.m.
to 3 p.m. on the SURC East Patio.
This free event will host live music by
Red Means Go, mini clinics, vendor booths
and barbecue.
To learn more about all the outdoor opportunities OPR has to offer, visit the OPR
office outside the SURC or check out their
website at www.cwu.edu.rec.
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Wildcats nearing the end of breakout season

Central baseball shows complete turnaround from 2012
BY Jaryd cline

Staff Reporter

Wildcat leadoff hitter junior Joe Castro steps up to the plate, the song, “Started
from the Bottom” by Drake blaring from
the loud speakers. “Started from the bottom now we’re here, started from the bottom now my whole team here.”
Castro’s walkup song is representative
of the last couple of Wildcat baseball seasons. Plagued with losing records for the
last four years, the Wildcats find themselves
atop the Great Northwest Athletic Conference standings with a chance to do something they haven’t done in more than 20
years in the GNAC.
The Wildcats are in the midst of a
breakout season, due in large part to the
team’s balance between great pitching and
a juggernaut offense.
Central leads the GNAC in team earned
run average at 4.01 and team batting average at .316 and holds a hefty lead in both
categories. The Wildcats have always had
strong hitters, but going from one of the
worst pitching teams in the GNAC to the
best in just one year is no small feat.
New assistant and head pitching coach
Rob Hippi, who spent 23 years developing pitchers at Lower Columbia College
in Longview, returned to Central after a
standout baseball career from 1968-70.
“Oh it’s been huge [having Hippi], he’s
got a great reputation and he knows what
he’s doing and the pitchers understand
what he wants,” head coach Desi Storey
said.
During his time at LCC, Hippi helped
guide at least 20 pitchers into the professional baseball ranks, including one who
was taken in the first round of the 2010
Major League Baseball first year player
draft.
The Wildcat pitching staff has already
improved tremendously compared to previous seasons. The team ERA is down almost two and a half runs from last year and
opponents are batting just .281 compared
to .322 last season.
“They’ve gotten better, they’ve improved
as the season’s gone on and they’re a good
bunch of kids, and there’s some great arms
here,” Hippi said.
Hippi knows what it takes to win at the
college level, earning all-conference honors
in both 1968 and ‘69, as well as making

the Topps All-Pacific Coast Team in 1969
while at Central.
Hippi won 15 games in three years at
Central while also striking out 224 hitters.
Hippi was signed by the New York Yankees
organization and played three and a half
years of minor league baseball.

Zach oLNEY/observer

RACE TO THE PLATE Central Washington is gearing up for their final two away double-

headers of the season versus Saint Martins and MSUB, leading up to their anticipated season
finale versus Western Oregon on May 3. The game could potentially decide the GNAC champion.

“It’s fantastic having him around,” Storey said.
Along with Hippi, Central picked up a
few players coached by him at LCC who
have made a great impact on the Wildcat
baseball program.
Junior starting pitcher Stuart Fewel
leads the Wildcats with his 5-1 record and
also has a 3.74 ERA. Fewel transferred to
Central after one year at Division I Oregon State University and two years with
Hippi at LCC. Sophomore relief pitcher
Max Dickinson also left LCC to help the
Wildcats, making 14 relief appearances this
season.
Fewel and Dickinson two aren’t the only
new arms the Wildcats acquired during the
offseason. Junior starting pitcher Skye Adams has made a positive impact after two
years at Edmonds Community College.
Adams is second on the team in wins
with his 4-2 record and also in strikeouts,
with 32. One of the few returnees to the
mound is senior Randy Button who has improved his ERA from 6.12 to 3.94.
This may be one of the best pitching

Try your hand at reporting, writing feature articles,
and photographing events. You can gain real-world
experience and get published while earning credit!
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/CWUobserver
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staffs that come through Ellensburg in a
while, as 10 Wildcat pitchers have started
games this season.
“We have more depth [than last year],”
Storey said.
Along with the pitching staff, the Wildcat lineup features many new faces.

COM 468
Professor Cynthia Mitchell
mitchelc@cwu.edu

“We got a lot of new guys to fill in the
spots,” senior designated hitter Kyle Sani
said.
Senior third baseman Marc Garza has
been hitting the ball extremely well in his
first season at Central. Garza currently
leads the GNAC in batting average and has
been key to the offensive improvements.
As one of the few returnees, Sani has
seen a jump in his stats from last year.
Sani’s homerun totals are up big as well as
his slugging percentage from last year. Of
the top-ten Wildcat batters this season, only
three of them were on the team last year.
One thing that has recently been on the
mind of coach Storey and the rest of the
team has been the offensive consistency. As
of late, the Wildcats have had trouble hitting the ball well in both games of doubleheaders.
“At times we’re really good this year [on
offense], probably just the inconsistency
has been the hardest part,” Storey said.
While leading the GNAC in batting average, slugging percentage, hits, total bases
and having the least amount of strikeouts

LEARN
MORE:

against them, it’s scary to think of the success the Wildcats would have if they were to
play more consistently.
With 12 games to play in the regular
season, the Wildcats already have more
wins this year (23) than each of the last four
years where they failed to break the 20 win
mark in each season. Victories in the remaining games will not come easily for the
Wildcats; they face 4-32 overall Saint Martin’s University in a four game series before
traveling to take on Montana State Billings
University, sitting right behind Central in
the GNAC standings.
The last four regular season games may
make or break the Wildcats breakout season as they square off with GNAC leading
Western Oregon University.
The Wildcats split the four game series
down in Oregon in late March but will have
a chance to go for the sweep in their last
home games of the year.
For the Wildcats to remain at the top,
the rest of the season will need to continue
the way it has; filled with hard work, better offensive consistency, and just going out
and having fun each day.
“It’s a lot more fun to come out to the
yard every day when you have more than
15 wins over a 50-game season,” Sani said.

Great Northwest
Athletic Conference
Pitching Leaders ERA
1. Spenser Watkins, WOU
2. Skye Adams, CWU
3. A.J. Burke, WOU
4. Tyler Roberts, CWU
5. Brady Muller, MSUB

3.07
3.21
3.68
3.70
3.70

Batting Leaders Avg
1. Marc Garza, CWU
2. Daniel McNabb, WOU
3. Matt Nylen, WOU
4. Blake Miller, WOU
5. Travis Shaw, SMU

.412
.381
.368
.342
.342

W-L
6-4
4-2
4-3
2-4
4-3
RBI
22
24
22
25
15

Home runs: Kyle Sani, CWU (2nd, 10)
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Central makes top marks in Spokane
First place finish for Fettig at War VI
BY JOe cOlUcciO

Staff Reporter

The Wildcats made the 175 mile trek
to Spokane Falls Community College to
participate in the WAR VI Team Duel this
past weekend.
Central had a strong showing in their
last meet and were hoping to ride that momentum into Spokane, but did not fare as
well as expected.
“The thing about [WAR VI] is it is
high-end competition,” head track and
ﬁeld coach Kevin Adkisson said. “We go
in to that meet with a lot of Division I
schools. But when you look at marks, quite
a few people had better marks than the
previous weeks.”
The event included multiple Division
I schools, including Washington, Idaho,
Gonzaga, Montana and Washington State,
as well as conference foes Northwest Nazarene and Eastern Oregon.
Weather did prove to be an issue, as
cold temperatures, gusty winds, and rain
swept the competition.
“We took a pretty good hit with weather
last weekend,” Adkission said. “It was cold
and windy for the most part. It was just one
of those things where people stepped up
and did not care. They just did their thing,

which is great to see at this time of year.”
Central Washington’s men and women
both ﬁnished in the middle of the pack,
with Whitworth’s men and Idaho’s women
taking the top spot in their respective categories.
One of the big highlights from this
weekend’s meet was the ﬁrst place ﬁnish in
the heptathlon by sophomore Tayler Fettig, who tallied 3999 points in the event.
“If [Fettig] improves her score from the
conference meet last year, we will make it
to the conference meet in a couple weeks,”
Adkisson said. “She will be trying to qualify for nationals, so it will be really nice to
see if she could get close to a mark that
would take her [to nationals] in the heptathlon, since it looks like she will make it
in high jump already.”
Up next for the Wildcats is a home
meet at the Spike Arlt Invitational, held at
Tomlinson Stadium April 19 and 20. The
whole team is excited, but for seniors like
sprinter Bryan Mack, this last home meet
is a chance to leave a legacy behind.
“Personally, my goal going into this last
meet here is to break the meet record in
the long jump and triple jump,” Mack said.
“I would also like to run a great relay. Two
years ago when we had our shot at nationals, this is the meet where we got nationally

ranked. I’m hoping this year we can get
something close to that.”
Adkisson said he has been telling his
team since spring break to get the word
out about the meet to create the sense of a
home ﬁeld advantage. Both Mack and Adkisson agree the people in the stands can
be beneﬁcial for the team.
“The environment is always a fun one
for us,” Mack said. “It’s always nice to know
that there are people you know watching
you compete, it adds to the adrenaline rush
of competition. It also gives us more motivation because we do not want to let down
the home crowd since we’re only here once
a year.”

CWU Track and Field
Spike Arlt Invitational
April 19-20
5:30 p.m. & 9:30 a.m.
Respectively
Tomlinson Stadium

1101 E University Way
Ellensburg
(509) 925-5542

Great Northwest
Athletic Conference
Men’s Leaders
1. Andrew Venema
(110H)
2. Brennan Boyes
(High Jump)
3. Quinton Agosta
(Hammer)
4. Bryan Mack
(Long Jump)
5. Braden Keller
(Javelin)

Mark
14.77
2.03m
53.31m
6.95m
67.79m

Women’s Leaders Mark
1. Tayler Fettig
(Heptathlon)
2. Becki Duhamel
(Discus)
3. Jamie Larsen
(Pole Vault)
4. Kelsey Kreft
(3000 Steeple)
5. Dorothy Moore
(Hammer)

3999 pts
42.62m
3.48m
11:16.35
44.96m

1601 Currier St
Ellensburg
(509) 925-5542
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It’s make or break for the Wildcats
Central baseball aims for
a championship series
against Western Oregon
BY daniel SOlTerO

Staff Reporter

The Wildcats were up to bat in the
bottom of the 7th with a 3-2 count, bases
loaded and two outs.
The batter stepped up to the plate anticipating a fastball and looked straight
into the pitcher’s eyes. The pitcher, solely
focusing on the next pitch, took the catcher’s sign and nods.
A curveball is thrown, right down the
middle. The batter didn’t expect it, the
coach didn’t expect it, no one expected it.
Central Washington University baseball has been like this all season, with a
winning record for the ﬁrst time in ﬁve
years.
Nobody expected the team to make
such a dramatic turnaround.
The Wildcats have maintained a tie for
ﬁrst-place with Western Oregon in The
Great Northwest Athletic Conference
standings.
The Saints were swept in their last visit
to Ellensburg, dropping four games to the
Wildcats.
Sophomore right-handed pitcher Da-

vis Engel reﬂected on being a part of a
changing team and how much things have
changed in the last couple of years.
“It’s remarkable,” Engel said. “Seeing
the mentality we had in the fall and bringing that same mindset into our season has
made a big difference on our game play
and our record shows it.”
If the Wildcats can put their best foot
forward, then the championship series
against Western Oregon mat be in their
future.
The Wildcats look to continue their
success on the road when they travel to
Lacey this weekend to take on Saint Martin’s, as they return to GNAC play after
taking three out of four games against Oregon Tech.
The Wildcats (23-15, 14-6 GNAC) are
looking to ﬁnish the year strong. They play
all league games for the rest of the season
and look to continue their recent string of
success against the Saints.
Central is coming into the series winning six of its last eight games at home.
The Wildcats lead the GNAC in both batting average (.316) and earned run average
(4.01), something that hasn’t been seen in

COM 446
Terri Reddout at
Reddoutt@cwu.edu
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STRIKE OUT Senior Jason Lotzer throws a pitch against Whitman University in
March 2012

recent years.
Head coach Desi Storey is impressed
with how the team has handled itself, and
the success that has come along with it.
“Being here as long as I have, it’s frustrating going through a drought like that,”
Storey said. “But it feels good being back
on the winning track and seeing my players perform well.”
Junior right-handed pitcher Jeff Gonzalez reminded his teammates to take it

series by series and to bring their A game
to every practice from here on out.
“Practice develops conﬁdence, which
then reﬂects how you play,” Gonzalez
said. “We have been playing like that all
year and don’t intend on stopping now.”
The Wildcats will play two doubleheaders on April 20 and 21. First pitch will be
thrown at 1 p.m. on Saturday while games
on Sunday are scheduled to start at noon.

CWU is a AA/EEO/Title IX Institution.
For accommodation: CDS@cwu.edu
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